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Beard 
Growth Oil

Razor 
Bump Spray

540 Micro Needles

2oz

2oz

BR001

BGO001

RBS001

Beard rollers are a tool used to stimulate hair follicle growth 
through the technique of “micro-needling” leading to a denser 
and more even beard. This practice aims to increase the supply of 
collagen beneath your skin by pricking the skin.
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The Beard Growth Oil contains natural, active ingredients 
rosemary and tea tree oil  that stimulates beard growth, 
activating new hair follicles, and improving beard density, and 
hair thickness. 

A unique blend of organic ingredients working together to 
nourish and soothe the skin for that cool and refreshed feeling. 
Eliminates and prevents skin irritation caused by shaving or 
waxing. Alcohol-Free! 

Ingrown Hair 
Exfoliator Scrub

4oz

IHEF001

Ingrown hairs and razor bumps are very common amongst men. 
Made from the highest quality ingredients, our cane sugar 
exfoliator is formulated to leave skin hydrated, and soft while 
reducing the appearance of ingrown hair and razor burn seen 
after shaving or waxing.
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Bay Rum 
Beard Oil

Spiced Jamaican 
Black Castor Oil

2oz

2oz

BRBO001

SKBCO001

The Essential Beard Oil is essential, it absorbs quickly and lasts 
long. Our beard oil soothes, softens, and moisturizes your beard. 
Your beard will be free of the dreaded beard itch and dandruff. 
We've got you covered! Our beard oil provides skin benefits such 
as pore and inflammation reduction. 

Treats dandruff, moisturizes hair, and promotes hair growth. 
Jamaican black castor oil is a thicker oil used for very dry hair and 
skin. 
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Brown Sugar 
Beard Oil

1oz

BSBO001

The Brown Sugar Beard Oil is versatile, it absorbs quickly and 
lasts long. Our beard oil soothes, softens, and moisturizes your 
beard. Your beard will be free of the dreadful beard itch and 
dandruff. The brown sugar beard oil provides skin benefits such 
as pore and inflammation reduction. 

Coming

Soon

Watermelon 
Beard Wash

4oz

WBW001

Designed to work with, not against the natural oils produced by 
your skin and hair.

More gentle than regular shampoo on your beard, providing an 
irritant-free wash and leaving your beard smelling clean and 
fresh.
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Candy Cane Beard Wash 
SEASONAL ITEM

Cinnamint 
Beard Oil

4oz

4oz

CCBW001

CBO001

A festive Favourite, Candy Cane, is now in beard wash form for a 
limited time only. Our clarifying beard wash removes dirt and 
build-up, unlike regular shampoos it is gentle on your facial hair 
and a great addition to your holiday gift collection. 

Your most trusted and reliable essential beard oil now has a special 
holiday twist! Our beard oil provides the beard with the vitamins 
needed for healthy beard growth; Softens and strengthens beard 
hair; Moisturizes and protects the skin beneath the beard; Helps get 
rid of beard itch; Leaves your beard smelling like cinnamon and 
peppermint. 
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Leave-in Beard 
Conditioner

4oz

LIBC001

Protects from breakage and strengthens hair strands. Repairs dry 
and damaged beards. Improves shine and boosts moisture 
retention.

Coconut 
Beard Butter

4oz

CBB001

Our Coconut Beard Butter helps soften & moisturize the beard as 
well as improve overall beard growth. It softens and moisturizes 
both the beard and the skin underneath.
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Mango

Beard Softener

Gingerbread 
Beard Butter

4oz

4oz

MBS001

GBB002

Designed to leave your beard soft, shiny, and smelling sweet with 
its subtle scent of Mango. The Beard Softener hydrates, soften, 
nourishes, and strengthens the hair, by aiding to prevent the 
damage and breakage of having a dry and brittle beard resulting 
in a shiny & healthy look.

Our Gingerbread Beard butter is whipped to perfection. We have 
incorporated a combination of ingredients that nurture and offer 
optimal moisture to your skin and beard. Limited time only, made 
for the gingerbread man.
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Hair Growth 

Oil
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Hibiscus 
Conditioner

Hibiscus 
Shampoo

Wash and Style 
Shampoo

2oz

8oz

8oz

2oz

HGO001

BGO001

S001

WSS001

Ingredients with natural anti-inflammatory and anti-fungal 
properties that free your scalp from impurities. Powerhouse 
ingredients such as pumpkin seed oil and carrot seed oil promote 
hair growth, and reduce hair thinning while reducing flakes.

After shampoo cleans and removes oils, the conditioner 
reintroduces moisture back into your hair and helps to smooth 
and soften your hair strands for a shiny and healthy finish. 


Instead of chemicals, our natural shampoo uses plant extracts, 
essential oils, and other natural ingredients to clean hair and 
improve everything from shine to hair thickness. Hibiscus 
nourishes the root of the hair and helps reduce hair fall.

Wash & Style Shampoo - formulated for the wavers’ wolfing 
process. Our wash and style shampoo removes butters, balms, 
and oils from the scalp to prevent hair loss and breakage.
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Wash and Style 
Conditioner
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Wave 
Pomade

Silver Surfer 
Hair Oil

8oz

4oz

2oz

4oz

WSC001

WP001

SSHO001

WB001

Formulated for the wavers’ wolfing process. Our wash and style 
shampoo removes butters, balms, and oils from the scalp to 
prevent hair loss and breakage.

Superior strength to hold the hair down while providing shine 
and moisture to the hair. Perfect for those deep 360 waves.

Not only does our silver surfer hair oil add shine to your hair, the 
oils reduce damage, breakage and leave your hair softer.

Our Hair butter is the ultimate remedy for dull, dry, and damaged 
hair. It helps restore moisture and keep coarse and brittle hair soft 
and healthy.

Wave 

Butter
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Oil Infused 
Comb
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Wave Brush 
(Soft)

Oil Infused 
Pick

Wave Brush 
(Hard)

Violetwood

Boar Bristle 

Violetwood

Boar Bristle 

OIC001

WBS001

OIP001

WBH001

Our violet wood, beard comb is infused with a blend of our 
essential oil formula. These oils help to nurture and moisturize 
your beard.

Brushing your scalp with a wave brush aids in the natural 
distribution of oil from your scalp all through your hair, adding 
sheen and gloss.

Oil infused wooden combs do not cause static which metal and 
plastic combs do that damage our hair follicles when combing 
through your head and beard hairs. The oil coats the wood 
helping moisturize the tough to reach hairs preventing and 
repairing damaged and split hairs.

Brushing your scalp with a wave brush aids in the natural 
distribution of oil from your scalp all through your hair, adding 
sheen and gloss.
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Medium-Soft 
Wave Brush
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Switch 
Comb

Mustache 
Comb

Boar Bristle

Wood

WBMS001

SC001

MC001

Brushing your scalp with a wave brush aids in the natural 
distribution of oil from your scalp all through your hair, adding 
sheen and gloss.

Our premium beard and hair comb. Sleek pocket tool keeps you 
ready to style, groom and shape your hair and beard wherever 
you are. Works for all beard and hair types. 


This unique mustache comb symbolizes togetherness, hope, 
belief, and the “no man left behind” mentality. This premium 
hand-crafted comb will have your Stache looking its best no 
matter which style you decide to rock. Be proud of your 
mustache, it stands for Mo! Movember.
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Bay Rum 
Body Butter
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Unscented 
Body Butter

4oz

4oz

8oz

BRBB001

UBB001

BSBB001

Our butter body is packed with the richest butters from across the 
world. Shea butter from Ghana, Cupuacu butter from Brazil, and 
Mango butter from India. Restores elasticity to the skin while 
providing anti-oxidants and hydration. Anti-aging and anti-
inflammatory properties.

Unscented for sensitive skin. Boost skin moisture, great for 
eczema and rough skin. Helps treat skin irritation and dryness.

Our Brown Sugar shea butter is whipped to perfection. We have 
incorporated a combination of ingredients that nurture and offer 
optimal moisture to your skin. The formula is non-greasy and 
glides so effortlessly onto your skin leaving a silky smooth finish.


Brown Sugar Whipped

Shea Body Butter
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Mango Butter 
Body Wash

8oz

MBBW001

A creamy blend of Shea butter and mango butter formulated to 
clean and soften your skin. With all-natural ingredients, our body 
wash leaves your skin hydrated and smoother than ever. 
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African Black Soap 
Eucalyptus body Wash

8oz

ABSBW001

Black soap is antibacterial and helps soothe irritation caused by 
eczema, rich in vitamins A and E and helps to prevent razor burn 
and ingrown hairs. The eucalyptus turns your shower into a 
steam room helping to relieve nasal and chest congestion and 
support relaxation. 
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